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Ⅰ．Bioethics Reflects on Life and Death

 Five areas of Bioethics reflect a focus on one‟s 

life or death

（１）Brain Death ・ Organ Transplantation（a liver 

transplant from a living donor）

（２）Euthanasia

（３）Abortion

（４）Assisted Reproductive Technique

（５）Prenatal diagnosis・ Pre-implantation diagnosis
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 Brain function and rationality are recognized as special 
characteristics of human beings. Human beings try to 
understand and control nature by using this rationality. 

 Through the use of these activities, our splendid modern 
civilization was built. However, Nature began to take her 
revenge on humans, when humans created modern 
civilization. The problem is "a crisis of the destruction of 
the global environment". 

 These days, a tendency to criticize Descartes is closely 
related to the awareness of the global crisis.

The committee of temporary brain death or an organ transplant

“An important matter on temporary brain death or an organ transplant 
（a report）”

“An ideological position of a minority opinion”
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 "The human body is not a machine" is a truth which is 

discovered by an organ transplant. Therefore, a human 

body's organ has it's own system of information. If It is 

transported to an another body, mutual rejection occurs. 

This means that the human body is not a machine,  in a 

figurative expression, it means that it has own spirit.

The committee on temporary brain death or an organ transplant

“An important matter on temporary brain death or an organ transplant （a 

report）”

“An ideological position of a minority opinion” （continuation）
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◇Thoughts on human dignity which come from 
putting a priority on human attributes.

◎Human beings are different from other animals. They have reason, 
hence they have dignity. 

◎This concept leads to a idea of humans as similar to the gods. 

◎ And God said, "Let the land produce living creatures according

to their kinds: livestock, creatures that move along the ground, and 
wild animals, each according to its kind." And it was so. 

God blessed them and said to them, "Be fruitful and increase in 
number; fill the earth and subdue it. Rule over the fish of the sea and 
the birds of the air and over every living creature that moves on the 
ground." Genesis 1 : 24, 28

・Cited from Bible Gateway (http://www.bible gateway.com/)
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Ⅱ．Animism

‡

‡

‡

This photo provided by the 

Tamahimeinari Shrine
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◇Children “Animism” （Jean. Piaget, Le Jugement 

Moral Chez L„enfant Doubunshoin,1955   

(Original,1926)）

Ex,１）A Ball‟s will――”Why does a ball fall over?”

“Because a floor leans, it goes to”

“Does a ball know that a teacher is there ?”

Ex,２）A lonely flower――A girl often takes flowers and stones home, she always 

brings two or three. 

“Why?”  

“Because if they don„t have a friend, they are lonely.”

Ex,３）A painful tree――Somebody sees a walnut tree with a hole.

“Didn‟t you cry when somebody dug you?”
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◇A Discussion on “Human Reorganization”

2003年 2003年

“Our Posthuman Future: 

Consequences of the 

Biotechnology Revolution”

inserted here was deleted 

according to copyright issues.
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Our Posthuman Future-Consequences of Biotechnology by Francis Fukuyama (Translated by Yoshimi Suzuki), 

Diamond Publishing
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 A theory of East Asia‟s threat by Francis 

Fukuyama

In Asia there are many countries which do not 

have western religions (a religion which resulted 

from a belief in a transcendental deity.)

In China, the predominant ethics are Confucian. 

They do not have a concept of God. Folk religion 

(such as Taoism and New Road) is Animism, 

they think that both animals and inanimate 

objects have spiritual properties. 
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“In Buddhism, they don„t distinguish between 

human and non-human nature. They think that 

both of them are a part of the universe. 

Compared with Christianity, traditions of 

Buddhism, Taoism, and New Road have a 

tendency that doesn‟t distinguish between 

humans and inanimate objects. The truth of the 

matter is that the degree of respect for the 

sanctity of human life is getting lower. In many 

Asian Countries, the practice abortion and  

~~~~,  spreads out.”
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A separate volume ” Taiyou 73 ” Divination and Charm

1991, May, Heibonsha

Cited from p.2
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‡

My Birthday, Dec. 

1990, A cover, 

Setuwasha
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My Birthday, 

Dec.1990, A cover, 

Setuwasha
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Ⅲ．Intergenerational  Solidarity and the Population Problem

“In a highly ethical  society,such as Japan, 

what they would not be able to understand is that 

thinning out and abortion is done easily.

It is said that, a priest , Armeida , built a  

Western hospital in Kitakyushu. In fact, it is not a 

hospital, but it is a kind of an abandoned child 

box. Rather than killing your baby, leave the 

child in front of a church. We will raise them. 

That is the gist of the situation.”

Youichirou Murakami
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1996年 1983年

‡
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By Emiko Namihira

Cultural anthropology for life (Inochino 

bunkajinnruigaku)

Sinnchousha, 1996, Aug

By Tokue Chiba & Tadao Otsu

Selected or Abandoned Lives of Children-A Folklore 

of Child Rearing

Agricultural and Fishery Culture Association (1983, 

Jan.)
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 As I said before, in a background of a faith‟s belief 
concerning the reincarnation of a child, Japanese people 
despise their own personal characteristics. 

People who were born in a certain “ i.e. " or a household, live 
their whole lives and die there. They were born from a big 
“pool of life”, and will also return there. There exists an idea 
which does not emphasize the role of a person's life in the 
present world.

 People often give a name to a newborn baby that is identical 
with the previously deceased baby. Besides, the funeral of 
the dead infant is not held, and the baby is given a 
posthumous Buddhist name. This is done in order to make 
him “be born again soon". To take this into consideration, we 
could assume that they think "life" is not owned by 
individuals.
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 The man‟s father whose house I visited is in his 
middle sixties. After my interview, he got himself 
ready, and he went to a mountain. He went there 
to plant a young cherry tree. His grandfather 
planted a cherry tree in front of his house's 
mountain. He said, “ I plant a cherry tree for his 
coming grandson and great-grand son. ” 
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1992年 2006年

“An aborted fetus ―Japanese 

culture‟s undercurrent on

abortion” inserted here was 

deleted according to copyright 

issues.

‡

By William R. Lafleur

Liquid Life: Abortion and Buddhism in Japan

Princeton University Press (1994/10/17)
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1972年 1975年
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By Yasuo Wakatsuki 

A History of Anti-Japanese- Japanese Immigration 

in America (Hainichi no rekishi amerikaniokeru 

nihonjinimin)

Chuuoukouronsha(1972/01)

By Yasuo Wakatsuki & Jyouji Suzuki

A Theory of Emigration Policy (Kaigai 

ijyuuseisakusiron)

Fukumurashuppan(1975)
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1930年

By Eijirou Honjou

Population and the 

population problem

Nihonhyouronsha(1

930)

Cited from pp.254-

255

‡

‡



21Yasuo Wakatsuki , Jyouji Suzuki ,  A god of “ie” (Ie no kami)

Tankousha(1972/09) Cited from pp.58-59
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By Taijyou Tamamuro

Funeral Buddhism

Daihourinkaku(2004/08)

“Funerals and Ceremonial Occasions –

It‟s History and Modernistic  Subject”  

inserted here was deleted according to 

copyright issues.
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Baika School, 30th Anniversary 

Journal

Baika School, 30th Anniversary 

Journal Editing Committee

The Third Administrative Section, 

Yamagata Pref. Soto-shu

(1985/12) Cited from p.62
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“A visit to a grave and it‟s process” inserted here was deleted 

according to copyright issues..

‡

‡

‡

By Midori Kotani. A Changing Funeral,  

Disappearing Graves-Stay as you are until you 

die..(Kawaru Osousiki, Kieru Ohaka-saigo made 

jibunrasiku )

Iwanamishoten(2000/03) Cited from p69,172


